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For buildings to withstand sea-level rise, coastline erosion, and hurricanes, they need to
be built to work with nature, not against it. The Brock Environmental Center is a living
example of how to minimize impact on the environment while being resilient to future
challenges. The triple net zero building has applied for the Living Building Challenge
Certification and is the first in the U.S. to meet federal regulations for using rainwater as
a drinking water source.

T

he nation’s largest nonprofit
regional environmental organization, the Chesapeake
Bay Foundation (CBF),
is dedicated to restoring the health
of Chesapeake Bay by advocating
and litigating for effective regulations, conducting hands-on habitat
restoration projects, and educating
the general public about the Bay and
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solutions to restore it. CBF has also
led by example, creating pioneering models for green design, such as
its headquarters, the Philip Merrill
Environmental Center.
The Brock Environmental Center
was the result of a community effort
to save a 118-acre parcel from
planned development including over
1,100 new high-rise condos and
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townhouses. A partnership between
CBF, the City of Virginia Beach, and
the Trust for Public Land preserved
the land for open space and environmental education. The 10,500 ft2
Brock Environmental Center houses
staff offices, meeting rooms, and an
80-seat conference room.
With the goal of creating a model
for sustainable design, the building
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team aimed for the most advanced
of all sustainable building certifications, the Living Building Challenge.
Certification requires net zero energy,
net zero water, and net zero waste.

Integrated Design Strategies
Brock’s design was shaped by the net
zero energy goal, taking advantage
of passive measures and then meeting the resulting demand using high
performance equipment and controls.
The team embraced a highly iterative,
integrative process using simulation
tools to validate each design move.
Siting Brock’s coastal site was once
an intertidal marsh, providing valuable habitat for plant and animal life.
The shoreline of the site consists of
naturally occurring wetlands, while
former marshes filled with spoils from
a 1970s dredging project are experiencing ecological succession into
vibrant salt meadows. The Center was
sited to minimize impact to the landscape, clustering development along
the edge of the successional maritime
forest. Siting also anticipated the onset
of sea-level rise and storm surges that
occasionally flood the site.
The design team considered the
current shoreline and the projected
shoreline in 2100, when the sea level
is expected to have risen by 3 ft. The
building is set back 200 ft from the
shore and sits on 14 ft pylons.

Brock’s design was
shaped by the net
zero energy goal, taking advantage of
passive measures
and then meeting
the resulting demand
using high performance equipment
and controls.
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Envelope Design The Center’s onestory, long and narrow footprint oriented on an east-west axis maximizes
opportunities for daylighting and natural ventilation. It curves slightly to the
east, allowing morning sun to preheat
the interior office before occupants are
typically present.

Daylight modeling
resulted in consistent
diffuse daylight in the
open office, eliminating
need for electric lighting
during the day.

Figure 1

The exterior envelope was optimized (R-31 walls, R-50 roof, R-7
triple-glazed/argon-filled windows) to
reduce heating demand. To minimize
cooling loads, windows were placed
and sized to provide optimal daylight,
views, and ventilation, without excessive heat gain from over-glazing.
Natural Ventilation The wind
rose for the project site indicated a
strong NW and SE split that varied
seasonally. The project is located in
ASHRAE climate zone 4A, a location that typically doesn’t pursue

NATURAL VENTILATION DESIGN

Natural ventilation through the space can be from either direction
and function in a crossflow or stack configuration to provide full
operator flexibility.
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Individual Controls Operable windows in all
spaces, ceiling fans, local thermostats with
occupant override.
Carbon Reduction Strategies
Net zero energy design.
Transportation Mitigation Strategies No parking
on site (other than 3 ADA spaces). Showers and
bicycle racks provided on site.

An operable wall opens from the 80-person conference room to the
adjacent deck.

Annual Energy Cost Index (ECI) $0.51/ft2

BUILDING AT A GLANCE

Annual Load Factor 23%

Name Brock Environmental Center
Location Virginia Beach, Va. (14 NE of Norfolk)
Owner Chesapeake Bay Foundation

Savings vs. Standard 90.1-2007 Design
Building 84.89%
ENERGY STAR Rating 100

Principal Use Office for staff and partners,
meetings rooms for events
Includes Conference Center

Carbon Footprint 0 lb CO2e/ft2 • yr
Heating Degree Days (Base 65˚F) 2,609

Employees/Occupants 27

Cooling Degree Days (Base 65˚F) 2,030

Expected (Design) Occupancy 27
Percent Occupied 100%

Annual Hours Occupied 3,328

WATER AT A GLANCE

Gross Square Footage 10,518
Distinctions/Awards
Sustainable Building Project Award, American
Planning Association, 2015
Architectural Engineering Institute (AEI), Award of
Excellence–Mechanical Systems Design, 2016
Architectural Engineering Institute (AEI),
Award of Merit–Architectural Engineering
Integration, 2016
Architectural Engineering Institute (AEI), Award
of Merit–Electrical Systems Design, 2016
Total Cost $4.3 million
Cost per Square Foot $409
Substantial Completion/Occupancy 1/5/15

ENERGY AT A GLANCE
Annual Energy Use Intensity (EUI)
(Site) 14.12 kBtu/ft2
Electricity (Grid Purchase) 0.00
	Electricity (on-site Solar or Wind Installation)
14.12 kBtu/ft2·yr
Annual On-Site Renewable Energy Exported
11.686 kBtu/ft2
Annual Net Energy Use Intensity
–11.686 kBtu/ft2
Annual Source (Primary) Energy 14 kBtu/ft2
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Annual Water Use 7,800 gallons

KEY SUSTAINABLE FEATURES
Water Conservation Rainwater captured in two
1,650-gallon cisterns for all potable water use.
Composting toilets, graywater infiltration on site.
Recycled Materials Salvaged building products
were used extensively and celebrated within the
design. Maple floors from a local gymnasium
were transformed into interior flooring. All interior wood trim was made from salvaged school
bleachers (students’ carvings/graffiti were preserved). All wood doors, cabinets, countertops,
mirrors, sinks, toilet accessories, lockers, etc.,
were salvaged from local demolition projects.
Cabinet pulls were made from salvaged champagne corks. The wood siding was milled from
cypress “sinker logs”—remnants from 19th
century logging, recovered from the bottom of
rivers centuries later. Materials’ ingredients were
documented to ensure no LBC red-list chemicals
were included in the Center—and that documentation is publicly available here: http://www.
smithgroupjjr.com/info/transparency/.
Daylighting 100% of regularly occupied spaces
have daylighting at levels that allow lights to be
turned off during daylight. Daylight sensors control artificial lighting. Brock consumes over 95%
less energy for lighting than an average office
building (CBECS 2003).
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Other Major Sustainable Features Situated on a
coastal site, the design anticipates the onset of
sea-level rise and hurricanes. The building is set
back 200 ft from the shore and sits on pylons
14 ft above sea level. The building’s structural
system is capable of resisting 120-mph hurricane-force winds, and windows are capable of
resisting wind-borne debris.

BUILDING ENVELOPE
Roof
Type Standing Seam Metal
Overall R-value 47.6
Reflectivity 0.3
Walls
Type 2 × 6 wood stud wall with batt insulation,
with continuous foam insulation installed in rain
screen assembly
Overall R-value 16.79
Glazing Percentage 24.7
Basement/Foundation
Basement Floor R-value 24.59
Windows
Effective U-factor for Assembly 0.15
Solar Heat Gain Coefficient (SHGC) 0.26
Visual Transmittance 0.41
Location
Latitude 36° 54' 13.794"
Orientation North

BUILDING TEAM
Building Owner/Representative
Chesapeake Bay Foundation
Architect SmithGroupJJR
General Contractor Hourigan Construction
Mechanical Engineer SmithGroupJJR
Electrical Engineer SmithGroupJJR
Energy Modeler Baumann Consulting
Structural Engineer A&F Engineers
Civil Engineer WPL Site Design
Landscape Architect WPL Site Design
Lighting Design SmithGroupJJR
LEED Consultant Janet Harrison Architect
Commissioning Agent Brooks & Wright
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The building has more
use than expected,
especially in the large
conference room. Still,
the energy model
was within 2% of the
predicted energy use for
the year.

natural ventilation solutions because
of the hot, humid summers and cold
winters. Building owners and designers also tend to associate risks with
operable windows such as security,
pollen, noise, air infiltration, controls
challenges and added costs.
Design temperature and humidity
for natural ventilation mode were

established at dry-bulb temperatures
between 45°F and 78°F and an outdoor air absolute humidity below 88
grains per pound.
Lower casement windows are
designed to promote catching the
wind, given the slight angle of the
wind direction. The upper awning
windows are designed to maximize

the open area and provide some protection from the elements.
The team selected a combination
of cross and stack ventilation strategies (Figure 1) to provide flexibility.
Many natural ventilation hours, particularly during the warmer seasons,
occur overnight when the office
is closed.

A Different Approach for Life-Cycle Cost Assessment
Living Building Challenge (LBC)/
Net zero energy goals altered our
approach to life-cycle cost assessment
(LCCA). The cost benefit of conservation approaches was measured against
the cost of on-site renewables, rather
than against the cost of cheap, grid-provided electricity. This approach put an

increased emphasis on conservation.
The investment in insulation, triple-pane
windows, ground-source wells, etc..
was cost effective given their ability to
reduce the demand for photovoltaics.
An LCCA was used to validate HVAC
system selection comparing the VRF
system used against a more conven-
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tional ground-source heat pump. The
energy savings from the VRF system
eliminated the need for $15,000 of
additional photovoltaics.
Some strategies, like rainwater harvesting, didn’t prove to have economic
justification, but rather were adopted
to catalyze change within the building
and regulatory spheres. LBC material
requirements often limited competition,
escalating project costs. Approaches
that could not be economically justified
had to be justified for their potential to
impact greater ecological awareness.
Excluding sitework costs and the premium to elevate the building above the
flood plain, Brock’s construction costs
were just over $400/ft2 (including onsite renewables).
PERFORMING
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North-facing windows
and clerestories
maximize diffuse
daylight in office
spaces.
A night flush system that opens the
upper windows through the building controls system automatically
precools the building down to 68°F.
This design extends the occupied
time before mechanical cooling is
required. Modeling predicted that
natural ventilation can effectively
cool the building loads for over 11%
of the occupied hours of the year.
Daylighting Extensive daylight modeling helped optimize daylight levels
while reducing direct sunlight penetration. Strategies such as reducing
south-facing glazing, optimizing visual
transmittance of the glazing, and using
a south-facing exterior porch all minimized glare. North-facing windows
and clerestories maximize diffuse daylight from the north (Figure 2).

Outside air is provided to the building using a 1,400 cfm water-cooled
dedicated outside air system (DOAS),
which provides the required ventilation air as specified by ASHRAE
Standard 62.1-2007.
The DOAS unit is connected to the
geothermal loop and ducted directly
to all rooms in the building. Demand
controlled ventilation using CO2 sensors serve all group spaces to minimize outside air during periods of
low occupancy.
A total energy recovery wheel pretreats the outside air using building
relief air and then repurposes the
relief air for composter toilet exhaust
building energy use and correctly siz- makeup air. Exhaust is required for
ing renewable power systems.
the composting toilets and is required
to be run continuously to promote the
Mechanical
composting process within the tanks.
A geothermal piping loop provides
The design team evaluated a water
the heat sink for the building ventila- source heat pump and a water-cooled
tion, cooling and heating loads of the
variable refrigerant flow system tied
building. The load profiles and ground into the geothermal loop. The team
temperatures allowed the design to
analyzed energy use, and considered
use water only and avoid glycol.
other factors such as first cost, acousThe LBC permits the use of hightics, space needs, flexibility and
density polyethylene for the ground
controls.
loop piping. The vertical well loop
The VRF system provided 5%
minimizes site disturbance and con- energy savings annually compared to
sists of 18 closed loop, geothermal
the WSHP system. The design team
bores that are 250 ft deep.
also felt the VRF system improved

Figure 2

Operational Strategies Daily
operational schedules were created
for each space, including conference
and group areas often used by visitors. While challenging, the exercise
helped determine how much energy
each event would consume and better
predict ventilation and cooling needs.
In turn, it proved key to predicting
5
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DAYLIGHTING DESIGN

The south-facing porch provides a buffer for direct sunlight while north-facing
windows and clerestories provide diffuse daylighting to office spaces.
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Lessons Learned

The design team worked diligently with the
building owner to understand building use and
loads and built schedules for each space covering people, lighting and equipment load profiles
for virtually every day of the year. This gave the
design team better comfort with rightsizing
systems and understanding the energy consumption during the modeling process. It also
allowed the owner to see how their decisions
impacted building energy consumption and
resultant renewable needs.
The building has more use than the design
team and owner expected, especially in the
large conference room. In spite of that, the
energy model was within 2% of the predicted
energy use for the year. Initial thoughts attribute this to feedback from the owner that
the building operates in natural ventilation
more than expected and the occupants have
expanded the indoor cooling temperature to
80°F.
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WIND TURBINE OUTPUT: PREDICTED VS ACTUAL
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Figure 3

Jun 15

The natural ventilation modeling during
design was based on ASHRAE Standard 55
thermal comfort recommendations. The client has reported that the occupants actually
use natural ventilation to much higher indoor
temperatures. Providing users with several
options for adjusting and fine tuning indoor
environmental conditions can dramatically
expand perception of comfort.

team worked with the factory engineers and
the controls contractor to identify solutions
that allowed the systems to be controlled
as closely to the design intent as possible.
If packaged controls are used, designers
should work directly with the factory applications engineers during design to be sure the
desired sequences are attained and all the
systems are modeled properly.

The height and location of two 10 kW
wind turbines were chosen to minimize
turbulence from nearby trees and minimally
disturb the environmentally sensitive site.

May 15

While photosensor dimming can greatly
reduce electric lighting when daylight is present, the lower limit for the dimming is typically
10%. In the case of Brock, the office space
has such consistent daylight in the middle
of the day (even on overcast days), that the
client decided to turn the office lighting completely off during the middle portion of the
day to save additional energy. In spaces with
consistently even daylight, consider designing
photosensor dimming down to 1% or simply
turning the lighting off during a consistent
block of time.

Packaged controls present challenges with
integration into the building controls system.
The VRF system and packaged DOAS unit both
came with factory controls and had limited
BMS control. Not all desired sequence of operation may be achievable through the BMS.
A good example was with the wall-mounted
VRF indoor units. The factory controls prevented
fans from turning off whenever the system was
considered enabled, and the BMS couldn’t override this function. Fortunately, only a few units
were used. They have small fans, but resulted
in more fan energy being used than expected.
As issues like this were discovered during the commissioning process, the design

Apr 15

Predicting wind turbine output can
be challenging, especially compared to the
effort in predicting photovoltaic output. Wind
is greatly impacted by terrain, and often the
closest wind data available is from nearby
airports with very different terrains than
the building site. An on-site anemometer is
a good idea, but often impractical or challenging to erect. Solar insolation is far more
predictable and less impacted by localized
site factors.
Wind speeds are far less predictable for a
specific site, which left our team with a lower
level of confidence about correctly predicting
the expected output of the turbines versus
the photovoltaic system.
During the first year of operation, the wind
turbines actually produced 99.6% of their
targeted output, but the wind output varied
dramatically from historic averages (Figure
3). Despite the annual power generation
matching the predicted output, our team still
saw some large variations in actual versus
predicted output from month to month. Also,
using a turbine certified and tested for its
output is important—most small-scale turbines used for individual buildings are not.

Designers need to be more engaged during
the first year of a building’s operations. This
helps to diagnose problems, especially control
sequence problems, but it also helps the team
learn about how building systems work.
A good example of this is with packaged
controls that were provided with the VRF system. The energy model assumed the units
would be able to turn the indoor fans off
whenever space temperature was satisfied.
The wall-mounted VRF units are set up in
the factory so the fan runs continuously anytime the system is enabled. These controls
can’t be overridden by the BMS or altered at
the factory. This had a direct impact on fan
energy compared to what was expected.

kWh

Rainwater is intrinsically soft and corrosive, potentially reacting with distribution
or storage systems, resulting in water quality
issues and impacting the service life of copper pipes. After observing unusually high copper levels in the water supply, a calcite contactor was added to the Brock design to harden
rainwater so that it would be less corrosive.
Alternatively, we might have pursued nonreactive piping materials, like PEX-a. While the
issue was observed because of the aggressive monitoring triggered by drinking rainwater,
the issue would be prevalent in nonpotable
rainwater harvesting systems as well.
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Another focus was minimizing plug
load consumption, which started with
selecting Energy Star-rated equipment. The building’s control system
includes plug-load controls to reduce
or even eliminate “vampire loads.”
Almost all receptacles in the building
are turned off after-hours when the
building is unoccupied.

Water In the pursuit of net zero
water, rainfall data was collected and
used to identify a typical drought
period. Two standing seam metal
roofs capture rainwater, filling two
1,650-gallon cisterns, enough to withstand five to six weeks of drought.
Ozone is injected into the cisterns
to keep the tanks clean. The system
consists of a booster pump, treatment
Lighting and Controls The team
skid, and pressure storage tanks located
designed a number of active stratein a building loft. Rainwater is treated
gies that resulted in a lighting system on demand whenever the system fills
that consumes 5% of the lighting
the pressure tank. The treatment skid
energy typically used in an office
consists of four-log cartridge filters and
building (CBECS 2003). Lighting
ultraviolet disinfection. The Center
calculations were coordinated with
was the first in the U.S. to receive a
furniture locations to ensure approcommercial permit for drinking treated
priate lighting levels.
rainwater in accordance with federal
Photosensor dimming allows most
requirements. Composting toilets
spaces to function using solely dayreduce water demand while also treatlight. Time clock and occupancy set- ing waste on site. Solid compost is used
tings further reduce energy use.
on site, while leachate is stored, sent to

Natural ventilation is used, even
though the building is located in a location
that typically doesn’t pursue it because of
the hot, humid summers and cold winters.
ABOVE

The building is set back 200 ft from
the shore and sits on pylons 14 ft above
sea level. Its structural system is capable of
resisting 120-mph hurricane-force winds, and
windows can resist wind-borne debris.
RIGHT
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flexibility within the open spaces while
not negatively impacting acoustics.
After visiting an installation of a
VRF system with the owner, the geothermal VRF system was selected.
The system includes three 7-ton
water-cooled condensing units piped
in parallel and connected to 18
indoor VRF units.
The condensing units each have a
two-way control valve to control the
water flow through the units, and digital scroll compressors to match the
building load precisely. The indoor
VRF units vary by space type, suiting
the architectural design of the room
they serve. The system is a thee-pipe,
heat recovery type to allow for load
sharing and thermal zoning.

kWh
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Remainder
Rainwater Treatment
Plug Loads
Lighting
Conditioning
Pumps
Fans
Total Energy Production

Actual energy use compared to actual
energy production; point-of-use water
heaters and fan power correction make up
the “remainder” category.

a local struvite reactor and converted
into fertilizer. Rain gardens treat graywater and filter excess roof runoff, managing all storm water on site.
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Renewables Two 10 kW wind turbines bookend the Center on the east
and west ends of the building. The
height of the turbine poles (70 ft) and
location of the turbines were selected
to minimize turbulence from nearby
trees and minimally disturb the environmentally sensitive site.
For wind turbines to be feasible
on a given site, a fairly steady wind
speed is needed; an average annual
wind speed of at least 12 mph is typically recommended. This building
site just met this recommendation.
The power output of the two turbines is individually metered, which
has assisted in troubleshooting. The
output of the 45 kW PV system is
also metered, which has allowed the
design team to compare predicted
versus actual output of both systems.
As a grid-tied system, this surplus
energy is returned to the grid for use
by other consumers. Early on, the team
compared the predicted output of the
wind and PV systems and also studied
the relative cost of each system.
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This led us to develop a $/kWh
metric that compared the cost versus
production for the wind and PV systems. (The cost was distributed across
an assumed 25-year service life for
each system.) These values are site
specific since both the production and
the installed cost of each will vary
between different sites. We found that
the PV system had a cost of $0.20/
kWh while the wind turbine system
had a cost of $0.38/kWh.
This indicates that for our project
site, the PV system was a more costeffective means of producing electricity. However, our team and our client
were interested in proceeding with
a wind turbine system for a portion
of the electricity production both as
a test case for wind turbines and as
a way of diversifying the source of
renewable power for the building.

Performance
On April 1, 2015, the Chesapeake
Bay Foundation turned off the
municipal water and began operating
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the Brock Environmental Center using
only collected rainwater. Concurrently,
the team began monitoring daily energy
consumption and production, comparing
actual data to modeled predictions. Since
then, the renewables have generated
82.7% more electricity than the building
has consumed, and Brock is well on its
way to achieve Living Building Challenge
certification by May 2016 (Figure 4). •
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